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Terry Pratchett co-wrote the Discworld RPG, and you can get it on the cheap right now
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Interview with the Vampire season two shows the past cuts deep for Louis
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Knights of the Dinner Table: A comic strip born from happenstance
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Margot Robbie will produce Monopoly movie with Lionsgate





Featured Geek Art
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Check out this super cool Mobile Suit Gundam poster art by Dakota Randall
April 7, 2024 By Bronwen Winter Phoenix Leave a Comment
CALL GUNDAM! This amazing Mobile Suit Gundam art print entitled “0080: War in the Pocket” has been created by artist Dakota Randall and it is EVERYTHING.
The limited edition print 24x36 print of … [Read More...]




Latest geek & tabletop gaming news

Terry Pratchett co-wrote the Discworld RPG, and you can get it on the cheap right now
Margot Robbie will produce Monopoly movie with Lionsgate
Elder Mythos RPG: Why be a pathetic human being?
The Black Company to get a dark fantasy TTRPG from the sinister talents of Delta Green
Take a peek at this RuneScape Siren Bundle: Limited Edition
Umbrella or Ultramarines Gladius? Both!




RPG news and geek discoveries
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Joker: Folie à Deux shows Arthur Fleck appearing seriously unhinged
A new teaser promo for Joker: Folie à Deux was released today, ahead of the full trailer being released for 6:30pm PT – which sadly means we’ll already be in bed, sorry folks – and it shows Joaquin Phoenix as Arthur Fleck laughing maniacally to himself. 
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Chris Perkins answers, “What do you actually do?”
But not all of them – despite my many years working on the game! I don’t know the game’s complete history. Few people do. But in June, we’ll be releasing The Making of Original D&D: 1970-1977 – that will offer a glimpse at how the original game came to be. 
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Unleash the Darkness: Dive into historic horror with the Dark Eras bundle!
Every setting within Dark Eras offers unique character creation rules and story hooks specifically tailored for popular Chronicles of Darkness game lines like Vampire: The Requiem, Mage: The Awakening, Hunter: The Vigil, Changeling: The Lost, and more.
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Monte Cook Games’ free online character builder opens
Cypher is a multi-genre system, and Monte Cook Games notes that the character builder supports a range of supplements and games. Several are mentioned:
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To provide the best experiences, we and our partners use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us and our partners to process personal data such as browsing behavior or unique IDs on this site and show (non-) personalized ads. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.
Click below to consent to the above or make granular choices. Your choices will be applied to this site only. You can change your settings at any time, including withdrawing your consent, by using the toggles on the Cookie Policy, or by clicking on the manage consent button at the bottom of the screen.
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The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
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The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
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The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.
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